Abstract-Virtualization is an essential step before a bare-metal data center being ready for commercial usage, because it bridges the foreground interface for cloud tenants and the background resource management on underlying infrastructures. A concept at the heart of the foreground is multi-tenancy, which deals with logical isolation of shared virtual computing, storage, and network resources and provides adaptive capability for heterogeneous demands from various tenants. A crucial problem in the background is load balancing, which affects multiple issues including cost, flexibility and availability. In this work, we propose a virtualization framework that consider these two problems simultaneously. Our framework takes advantage of the flourishing application of distributed virtual switch (DVS), and leverages the blooming adoption of OpenFlow protocols. First, the framework accommodates heterogeneous network communication patterns by supporting arbitrary traffic matrices among virtual machines (VMs) in virtual private clouds (VPCs). The only constraint on the network flows is that the bandwidth of a server's network interface. Second, our framework achieves load balancing using an elaborately designed link establishment algorithm. The algorithm takes the configurations of the bare-metal data center and the dynamic network environment as inputs, and adaptively applies a globally bounded oversubscription on every link. Our framework concentrates on the fat-tree architecture, which is widely used in today's data centers.
IRTUALIZATION is the enabling technique to facilitate the sharing of resources in data centers, which transforms a huge collection of bare-metal hardware into cloud infrastructure with high flexibility, predictable performance, reliability, controllability, and security [1] .
Virtualization of servers introduces a supervisor between the hardware and the operating systems, and produces isolated computing units known as virtual machines (VMs). Virtual machines are well studied before the appearance of data centers, dated back to 1970's [2] . On the other hand, virtualization of networks is much more delayed because of the relatively static nature of networks, which is in stark contrast to the dynamic nature of computing units. Server virtualization has greatly increased the number of hosts requiring network connectivity, and fundamentally altered assumptions about the physical locations of hosts. Particularly, in today's data centers, applications are distributed across multiple virtual machines, which exchange traffic flows with each other. Further, VMs migrate to optimize and re-balance server workloads, causing the physical end points of existing flows to change (sometimes rapidly) over time. This imbalance between virtualization of servers and virtualization of networks becomes an important driven force of the recent advances in network virtualization.
Advances in Network Virtualization
Among the recent advances of network virtualization, the two most relevant techniques to our work is the softwaredefined networking (SDN) and its underlying distributed virtual switch (DVS).
SDN is a revolutionary innovation in computer networks in the sense that network control is decoupled from the data forwarding function and is directly programmable. The result is an extremely dynamic, manageable, cost-effective, and adaptable architecture that gives administrators unprecedented programmability and automation. The OpenFlow protocol is a fundamental element for building SDN solutions. It is an industry-standard SDN communications protocol, allowing operators to address complex network behavior, optimize performance, and leverage a richer set of capabilities. OpenFlow allows direct access to and manipulation of the forwarding plane of network devices such as switches and routers, both physical and virtual (hypervisorbased). OpenFlow also provides a unified interface that aggregates and manages all the hardware switches, even when the heterogeneous switches may be from different manufacturers and using different scripting languages [5] . It allows fine-grained flow-level control of switching, which makes it possible to apply flexible routing policies without being buried by switch-by-switch flow table configurations, thus significantly reduces operations and management complexity. In addition, OpenFlow is layered over TCP, making it compatible with most network protocol stacks.
OpenFlow is already adopted by mainstream network device vendors in industry. For example, the VCS series products from Brocade provide support for OpenFlow 1.3 [6] , the Nexus series switches from Cisco deliver a comprehensive SDN solution, including both OpenFlow and Cisco OnePK [7] .
What supports the OpenFlow protocol from the bottom is an underlying layer of virtualized network components, named distributed virtual switch. DVS enables cross-server bridging in a way that makes the underlying server architecture invisible. A virtual switch within one server can transparently join with a virtual switch in another server ( Fig. 1 ), making communications of VMs more efficient. Also, migrations of VMs between servers (and their virtual interfaces) become much simpler, because they can attach to the distributed virtual switch in another server and transparently join its virtual switched network.
The most important implementation of DVS is Open vSwitch, which targets at multi-server virtualization deployments. Open vSwitch focuses on the need for automated and dynamic network control in large scale virtualization environments. It is designed to support transparent distribution across multiple physical servers by enabling creation of cross-server switches in a way that abstracts out the underlying server architecture. Open vSwitch can operate both as a soft switch running within the hypervisor, and as the control stack for switching silicon. To be specific, Open vSwitch's forwarding path (the in-kernel datapath) is designed to be amenable to "offloading" packet processing to hardware chipsets, either housed in a classic hardware switch chassis or in an end-host NIC. This allows the Open vSwitch control path to be able to control either a pure software implementation or a hardware switch. However, the advantage of hardware integration is not limited to the performance within virtualized environments. More importantly, if physical switches are also exposed to the Open vSwitch control abstractions, then both bare-metal and virtualized hosting environments can be managed using the same mechanism for automated network control. Open vSwitch is so widely deployed that Linux kernel's implementation of Open vSwitch was merged into the kernel mainline in kernel version 3.3 since its release in 2012 [3] .
Aforementioned techniques, including OpenFlow and DVS, allow us to perform virtualization of network components in the same way as the virtualization of servers. Our framework, utilizing these virtualization approaches, is dedicated to creating load balanced and multi-tenancy oriented data centers.
Design Issues in Virtualized Data Centers
A set of design issues need to considered during the process of data center virtualization. We focus on two of the issues, i.e., load balancing and multi-tenancy, because of the reasons as follows.
In cloud computing, load balancing is essential to distribute the dynamic local workload evenly across all the nodes and links. It helps to achieve maximized user satisfaction and cost efficiency by ensuring a smart and fair allocation of every piece of resource. Proper load balancing aids in minimizing resource consumption, implementing fail-over, enabling scalability, avoiding bottlenecks and over provisioning. Moreover, it reduces the probability of hardware failure on overloaded hosts. Also, load balancing is fundamental to creating scale-out web services [8] . In addition, the behavior of a tenant's virtual private cloud could be malicious for other tenants [9] , therefore, the network resource allocation should be appropriately bounded. The above altogether is only part of the reasons why load balancing is important in data centers.
For these reasons, load balancing lies at the heart of the back-end of network virtualization, and remains a hot topic in the research community. Much work [10] approaches this problem from different angles and, various load balancing practices in data centers have been proposed.
In a load balanced environment, traffic on the links should not change dramatically throughout the network. In this case, bandwidth demands on the links are regulated so that loads are under control. Therefore, oversubscription, the ratio of the worst-case aggregate bandwidth demand on a link to the bandwidth capacity of the link, can be used as a metric to evaluate the outcome of load balancing. If a network topology allows no greater than 1:1 oversubscription on its links, then all the servers connected to the network have the potential to communicate with other servers at full bandwidth of their local network interface cards (NICs). However, due to the cost concern, most commercial data center designs adopt oversubscription larger than 1 [11] . Our virtualization framework utilizes an online algorithm to achieve an averaged oversubscription throughout the data center. The algorithm is described in Section 4.
At the front-end, a virtualized data center provisions a cloud tenant with an abstraction of a logical private network controlled and isolated in the same way as a dedicated physical infrastructure [12] , which is known as a virtual private cloud (VPC). VPC is a type of cloud computing that delivers similar advantages to public cloud, including scalability and self-service, but through a proprietary architecture. Unlike public clouds, which deliver services to multiple organizations, a VPC is dedicated to a single organization, or a tenant.
The public cloud should be defined as a multi-tenant environment, where tenants buy a fraction of resource from the cloud which is shared with a number of other tenants. Ideally, a multi-tenant data center should provide an abstraction to each tenant that it is allowed to design its network as if it solely occupies the data center [13] . From the tenant's point of view, it wants the ability to migrate unmodified workloads from the enterprise networks to service provider data centers, retaining the same networking configurations of their home network [14] . Therefore, the networking layer should support similar properties to the computing layer, in which arbitrary network topologies and addressing architectures could be overlaid onto the same physical network, regardless of hosting applications, developer environments, or actual tenants. This desire is often referred to as shared multi-tenancy [14] . The number of endpoints in a VPC is growing and the communication patterns between endpoints are becoming increasingly hard to predict. Consequently, users are demanding dependable, dynamic connectivity between endpoints, expecting the cloud to accommodate any traffic matrix, as long as the traffic to the endpoints does not overwhelm the capacity of the respective ingress and egress links [17] .
In order to accommodate the dynamic connectivity demands from tenants, in our framework, every endpoint is empowered to simultaneously send traffic to all the other endpoints in the VPC at guaranteed bandwidth. Considering the fact that visible endpoints from the tenant's point of view form a subset of all the endpoints in the VPC, the tenant would have an illusion that, all the computing nodes within the private cloud, along with the virtual links interconnecting the nodes, form a complete graph. Therefore, the heterogeneous nature among the private clouds is no longer a problem, because any traffic matrix is easily realizable, as shown in Fig. 2 . Formally, a traffic matrix is a V Â V matrix where V is the number of VMs in a VPC, and the elements are defined as v½i½j ¼ bandwidth demand from VM i to VM j; i 6 ¼ j;
& A traffic matrix completely describes the traffic pattern among all the VMs in a VPC. For the complete graph illusion, we adopt the traffic model proposed in [17] , because it is both clear enough and general enough-the only constraint is that the egress and ingress traffic is bounded by local network interface. Because of these features, this model has been commonly used in previous works on DCNs [18] , [19] , [22] .
Problem Statement
The problem we study in this paper can be outlined as follows. Given a physical, bare-metal data center infrastructure as the input, it needs to be transformed into a set of virtualized private clouds as the output. In this process, a set of design issues should be considered. Our framework provides a solution to this transformation which focuses on two of the issues. From the cloud providers' point of view, we consider the efficiency of utilizing the devices in the infrastructure. In the meanwhile, from the cloud tenants' point of view, we are concerned with the user experience. Therefore, our framework has the following two features.
Load balancing is globally achieved. Hot spots are eliminated by an upper bounded oversubscription for each link in the data center. The load balancing leads to efficient use of network devices, thus reduces the cost of the infrastructure. Each virtualized private cloud is ready for any possible traffic matrix, this way, heterogeneous demands from various tenants can be fulfilled. A VM is able to communicate with all other VM(s) in the private cloud in parallel, as long as the NICs of the corresponding physical servers are not exhausted. This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
RELATED WORK
Several VM placement schemes are proposed in [23] and [24] in order to support nonblocking multicast [43] , [44] , [45] virtual networks. However, oversubscription, the currently widely adopted feature, is prohibited in these works, which leads to luxurious usage of scarce network resource. In this paper, we allow oversubscription but impose a global bound on it, which leads to more efficient usage of the network resources.
In [25] , an online flow scheduling algorithm is proposed to perform load balancing in data centers, however, [25] is limited in the context of non-virtualized data centers. Also, [25] does not take the dynamic network traffic environment into consideration. The fact that virtualization has become ubiquitous in data centers makes our framework practically valuable. Moreover, we will see at the end of Section 5 that our framework considers both the static configuration of underlying infrastructure and the dynamic network traffic environment, making it more adaptive.
Other related works include [26] and [27] . The network model used in [26] classifies links into over-loaded ones and under-loaded ones, according to that the link load is greater than half the capacity or not. This model is clear and straightforward, but lacks flexibility. Also, in [26] , only one-to-one communications are considered. If a large piece of data has multiple destinations (which is not uncommon in today's data centers), repeated one-to-one communication would waste both bandwidth and time. In our framework, arbitrary traffic matrices are supported among VMs in a VPC, including but not limited to one-to-one, one-to-many and one-to-all communications. The major contribution of [27] is to extend the interface between the cloud tenants and cloud providers. The extended interface allows tenants to explicitly Our virtualization framework provides private clouds with complete-graph-like connection illusion among their VMs, thus supports arbitrary traffic matrices under the hose model. Fig. 3 . The framework turns a bare-metal fat-tree data center into private clouds. At the back-end, traffic on physical network is load balanced; at the front-end, private clouds are prepared for tenants' heterogeneous traffic matrices.
express their bandwidth demands, plus their tolerable link oversubscription. The virtual machine placement algorithm of [27] searches for free slots on physical machines in a bottom-up manner in tree-like topologies, trying to packing all virtual machines from each tenant in a sub-tree with smallest height. Since this search is performed on all the physical machines, it is possible that the virtual machines belonging to one tenant scatter over the entire data center, thus introducing expensive inter-rack traffic. Moreover, the virtual link establishment schemes in [27] statically reserve bandwidth for the virtual machines, no matter there is communication or not, potentially making the network resource consumption more excessive. Our framework deals with this issue by leveraging live virtual machine migrations when necessary, and dynamic link establishment algorithm.
NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we describe the network model we use. Also, we introduce a few notations being frequently used throughout the paper. These notations are listed altogether in Table 1 for convenience.
Fat-Tree Data Center Networks
Fat-tree as a DCN architecture was first proposed in [20] . The fabric of a fat-tree DCN contains three tiers of switches, which are ToR switches, aggregation switches, and core switches in the bottom-up order. The ToR switches and the aggregation switches are distributed in a number of pods, as shown in Fig. 4 . It is clear that there is no direct east-west traffic between different pods, therefore, the switches in each pod can be seen as a large edge switch that connects all the servers of that pod. In this way, a fat-tree DCN is abstracted into a two-tier model, with edge switches at the bottom and core switches at the top.
The two tiers of switches in our model are shown in Fig. 4 . Edge switches provide links for the servers to be connected to the network, and handle intra-edge traffic as well. Core switches, on the other hand, take care of interedge traffic. This model could be denoted as an ðm; n; rÞ fattree, where m is the number of core switches, n is the number of servers connected to one edge switch, and r is the number of edge switches. Clearly, an ðm; n; rÞ fat-tree DCN connects a total of N ¼ nr servers to the network.
There is exactly one duplex link between any pair of core switch and edge switch, and there are no links between any two switches in the same tier, forming a bipartite graph like structure. A network flow from one edge switch to another edge switch must use some core switch(es) along with corresponding links between the core switch tier and the edge switch tier. For the sake of discussions on our link establishment algorithm, we can view a duplex link as two simplex links: an up link from the edge tier to the core tier and a down link from the core tier to the edge tier.
In this paper, we focus on the fat-tree [20] DCN, first because the topological regularity and rich connectivity of fat-tree DCN could simplify the design and analysis of virtualization, which could be seen soon. More importantly, this architecture is adopted by today's data centers [18] , [19] , [21] quite often, which could maximize the benefits brought by our work.
Hose Traffic Model
It has been shown that DCNs transport highly variable traffic over time and space [33] . For example, DCN traffic is characterized by a clear diurnal pattern, traffic peaks during the day and falls off at night, the peak and minimum load during a 24-hour interval can differ by an order of magnitude. Also, traffic in DCN is volatile and unpredictable over short periods. The traffic matrix in a DCN shifts frequently and its overall volume changes dramatically.
Due to the highly volatile nature of data center traffic, we adopt a very concise and general traffic model known as the hose traffic model [17] , where each server has a maximum ingress bandwidth capacity and a maximum egress bandwidth capacity. Any traffic matrix that is consistent with the ingress/egress bandwidth capacity must be included in this model. Hose traffic model was originally proposed to specify the bandwidth requirements for point-to-point communication in a virtual private network (VPN), and has been used to describe one-to-one network flows in data centers due to its great flexibility in describing volatile traffic conditions. In our framework, the ingress/egress bandwidth capacity we assign is simply the bandwidth capacity of a server's network interface. In this way, we take into account of the "worst-case" traffic patterns in our framework. For simplicity, we set the ingress/egress bandwidth capacity of the each server to 1, and denote the normalized bandwidth capacity of the links between the core switch tier and the edge switch tier as c.
Notations
We hereby define a few frequently used notations. First, the number of VMs may vary among different VPCs. Hence we need a parameter, s, to describe the size of a VPC, which is defined by the equivalent number of physical servers that are used by all the VPC's VMs. Also, we use s max to denote the size of the largest VPC and M to denote the total number of VPCs in the data center. As mentioned before, the total number of servers in a fattree DCN is N ¼ nr. Among these N servers, some of them are used by VPCs and others are free for use. Further, some servers may be partially used and partially free. (A detailed example will be presented soon in Section 4 and illustrated in Fig. 5 .) We use K to describe the equivalent total number of free servers in the data center. Another related notation is u, the overall server utilization, which describes the proportion of the used servers throughout the data center. By definitions we have u ¼ 1 À K=N.
VIRTUALIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe our virtualization framework. Solutions of data center virtualization generally fall into two categories [34] , static strategies and dynamic strategies. In the static strategies, computing resources assigned are fixed during the lifetime of a VPC [35] . In contrast, dynamic strategies allow reconfiguration of substrate resources, which is adopted by us to optimize resource utilization [40] . The procedure of our framework consists of two phases, which are VM placement and link establishment. we hereby present detailed explanations and illustrations for both of them.
The Virtual Machine Placement Phase
In the first phase, VM placement, a number of VMs are allocated in response to a cloud tenant's request. In this phase, the framework follows the guideline of improving traffic locality [41] . That is, VMs of a VPC are placed in a set of servers that are topologically close to each other, so as to confine large chunks of traffic at hierarchically low level switches. For example, in our model of the fat-tree DCN, if two servers are connected to the same edge switch, then an end-to-end flow from one server to the other uses only the switching power of the edge switch. On the other hand, if the two servers are connected to different edge switches, then the same flow between them has to use additional links between the two tiers and additional switching power of some core switch(es). Therefore, it is desirable to localize the VMs in some way, so that as fewer as possible edge switches are involved for a VPC.
There exists different modeling with respect to the homogeneity of the servers in data centers. Some researches adopt the model that all the servers in the data centers are homogeneous in terms of their computational resources. Examples include [27] and [28] . Some other researches [29] , [30] , alternatively, assumes that the servers are heterogeneous. We hereby choose the former model because it better fits the highly symmetrical nature of the fat-tree, which could fully exploit its connectivity. After that, we can organize all the servers in the data center in the way shown in Fig. 5 . Each physical server is divided into several server slices, which contain proportional computing resources. For example, in Fig. 5 , each server slice has access to 1=4 of one physical server's CPU cycles, memory and storage, etc. In order to maximize localization of VMs, we manage to let each VPC's VMs to use consecutive server slices. For instance, in Fig. 5 , VPC 0 uses server slices that distributed in servers 1, 2 and 3. Also, VPC 1 uses server slices that distributed in servers 6, 7 and 8. In this way, we reduce the number of edge switches involved for one VPC. VPC 1 may use edge switches 1 and 2, and VPC 0 uses edge switch 0 only.
Under this model, all the physical servers in the data center are divided into M sections, where M is the total number of VPCs in the data center. When a new VPC arrives, Algorithm 1 allocates server slices for all its VMs. When an existing VPC leaves, its server slices are released for reuse. During this dynamic process, an invariance is maintained. That is, each section contains all the consecutive used server slices by the corresponding VPC, and all the consecutive free server slices that immediately follow the used slices. For example, section 0 contains 12 used slices and 10 free slices. Also, section 2 contains 10 used slices and eight free slices. Suppose that VPC 0 leaves the data center at this time, then all the 22 server slices in section 0 are released and appended to section 2, thus the aforementioned invariance is maintained. By summing up the numbers of free slices in each the sections (denoted by k i for section i, i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; M À 1), we can calculate K, the equivalent total number of free servers in the data center. In Fig. 5 ,
At the arrival of a VPC, the VM placement algorithm first finds the section, say sectionî, which contains most free server slices. After that, it tries to accommodate all the VMs using the free slices in sectionî. If these free slices are enough for the VPC, then the algorithm uses a consecutive subset of them to finish the placement. In this case, no further arrangement or VM migrations are needed. Otherwise, the algorithm calculates how many VMs remain being not placed, and equally divide them into two groups. Next, the algorithm searches towards both directions starting from section i, and leverage VM migrations when necessary, to aggregate extra free server slices into sectionî. During this procedure, the consecutiveness is maintained and VM migrations are minimized. When adequate extra free server slices are gathered, the algorithm places the two groups of VMs using these slices. The detailed steps are presented as Algorithm 1. in section k, migrate the first VM to the first free slice; 14:
combine the released slice into section ðk À 1Þ mod M; 15: end for 16: end while 17: place VMs in the 1st group using slices just found; 18: while not enough slices found for the 2nd group do 19: search backward until a free slice found in section j; 20: combine the last free slice into section ðj À 1Þ mod M;
in section k, migrate the last VM to the first free slice; 23:
combine the released slice into section ðk þ 1Þ mod M; 24: end for 25: end while 26: place VMs in the 2nd group using slices just found; 27: return SUCCESS;
The key idea of Algorithm 1 can be described as follows. We manage to reduce the fan-out of future inter-edge flows after the VM placement, hence increase the traffic locality, so that network resources can be utilized more efficiently. If a packet could be duplicated either at a core switch or at an edge switch, we would rather choose the later. For example, the inter-edge flow marked by the solid blue lines in Fig. 6 has fan-out f ¼ 2. If it has destination server 4 instead of 10, the total workload of edge switches remains the same, but the workload of core switches decreases, because core switch 0 no longer needs to duplicate packets to edge switch 2. In other words, we can achieve higher efficiency by "moving" one destination server from 10 to 4. Although we cannot actually move a physical server, we do have the freedom to allocate virtual machines.
The Virtual Link Establishment Phase
The second phase of the framework is link establishment. The framework now selects appropriate core switches and links between the edge switch tier and the core switch tier to route the inter-edge flows. Similar to the first phase, our strategies are also dynamic in this phase. To be specific, no dedicated physical links or switches hardware are allocated to a VPC. Instead, for each inter-edge flow, we assign links and switches according to an online algorithm shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Link Establishment of the Framework
E i ¼ f; //destination edge switch(es) covered by C i 6:
for each edge switch
if down demand½i½j þ w c Á O then 8:
end if 10: end for 11: We can use this dynamic strategy with ease, because our virtualization framework provides both a global view and a global control on the network resources in the DCN. The global view is obtained by collecting and storing the status of the switches and links in a centralized manner. This strategy is also adopted by both the original fat-tree DCN [20] and its successors [31] . For a concrete example, we use a 2-D array, up demand, to monitor the bandwidth demand of up links (from edge switches to core switches). The first dimension of up demand is the index of edge switches, ranging from 0 to r À 1; the second dimension is the index of core switches, ranging from 0 to m À 1. The global control is made possible by the aforementioned technology advances in SDN and DVS. By using the dynamic strategy, global optimization becomes possible and oversubscription can be upper bounded for all the links throughout the data center. We will derive the bound later in Section 5.
OpenFlow equipped switches are able to handle network flows defined in various ways [5] . For example, a network flow could be a TCP connection, or packets designated by level 2 or level 3 network addresses, or packets with predefined VLAN tags, etc. In our framework, an inter-edge flow can be abstracted using three parameters, the source edge switch E src , the set of destination edge switch(es) E dst , and the bandwidth demand of the flow w.
Note that for the destination of the network flow, we define a set of destination edge switch(es), because we entitle each flow the capability of parallel communications with arbitrary set of cooperating VMs, as long as the flow is in consistent with the hose model. That is, for destination edge switch E i 2 E dst , we have i 2 f0; 1; . . . ; r À 1g. For the bandwidth demand w of each inter-edge flow, we have 0 < w 1, normalized by the link capacity. The cardinality of E dst is called the fan-out of the inter-edge flow, which is denoted by f ¼ jE dst j. Note that we focus on the source/destination edge switches instead of source/destination servers or VMs, because communications among servers connected to the same edge switch do not generate inter-edge traffic.
For each link, we can calculate the ratio of the total bandwidth demand of all the flows being routed on the link to the link's bandwidth capacity. If the ratio is greater than 1, we say the link is oversubscribed. As oversubscription is allowed to avoid network resource waste and to reduce cost [20] , oversubscribed links are fairly common in DCNs. On these links, contending flows receive a fraction of their demanded bandwidth. For example, assume there are two contending flows sharing one link. One of them demands 0.8 of the link capacity and the other demands 0.4, then the former receives 2=3 of the capacity and the latter receives 1=3.
For an incoming inter-edge network flow ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ, we say a core switch is available if the corresponding link's oversubscription is no larger than a preset bound O after the demand w is added. Otherwise, we say the core switch is unavailable. For example, suppose a link with bandwidth capacity 1 is carrying two flows, each demanding 0.7 of its capacity, and the bound O is currently set to 2. Then the corresponding core switch is available for w ¼ 0:6, but unavailable for w > 0:6 because 0:7 Ã 2 þ w > 2 if w > 0:6.
Before delving into the details of the algorithm, we make one reasonable assumption to simplify our narration. We assume the bandwidth demand w of each flow belongs to a finite set of discrete values {b; 2b; . . . ; 1}. That is, positive value b serves as the unit of bandwidth demand, and 1=b is an integer. The analysis can be easily extended to the case where flow bandwidth demand is continuous. Moreover, when b is sufficiently small, this discrete model is a good approximation for flow bandwidth demand in practical DCNs.
The link establishment algorithm takes an incoming network flow ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ as its input, and leverages the OpenFlow control interface to enforce flow scheduling. When a network flow request is received, switches and links are selected according to current traffic conditions, i.e., workload of switches and bandwidth demands on the links. Once the flow finishes, the switches and links are released for reuse.
This online, on-demand network resource allocation, along with our elaborately designed algorithm, guarantees that the oversubscription of every link does not exceed a pre-defined and adaptive upper bound, denoted by O. As expected, O can be derived solely from the network environment (s max ) and the underlying fat-tree configurations (i.e., m, n and r, etc). We will show the derivation of O in Section 5. Note that O does not depend on the sequence of arriving network flow requests, meaning that the knowledge of future flows is not needed. That is, any traffic matrix in the VPCs is allowed as long as the flows satisfy the hose model.
Since each inter-edge network flow must use core switches to complete its routing, the target of the algorithm is to find a set of core switches, so that the flow can be established via this set of core switches, meanwhile efficient bandwidth usage and load balancing are achieved.
The first step of the algorithm is to identify the available core switches for the flow. Upon an inter-edge network flow ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ request arrives, the algorithm checks the aforementioned data structure, up demand, which monitors the bandwidth demand of up links. If adding a demand of w upon an up link between E src and C i will not cause the oversubscription to exceed O, i.e., the sum of w and up demand½src½i is not greater than c Á O, then we say that core switch C i is available. We denote the set of available core switches as C a .
After that, we adopt a greedy method named minimum cardinality strategy proposed in [39] , which chooses the core switch which covers the most remaining destination edge switches in each iteration. To be specific, the algorithm checks another 2-D array, down demand, which monitors the bandwidth demand of down links (from core switches to edge switches). Dimensions of down demand are similarly defined as up demand. If adding a demand of w upon a down link between a core switch and a destination edge switch will not cause the oversubscription to exceed O, then we say the destination edge switch is covered by or within the coverage of the core switch. In other words, the candidate core switch being found in each iteration can duplicate the flow to the largest number of remaining destination edge switches without causing the oversubscription of any down link to exceed the bound. In this way, we can utilize the flow duplication capabilities of the core switches as much as possible, and save the overall link bandwidth consumption for future inter-edge flows. At the end of each iteration, the set of destination edge switches, E dst , is updated. The destination edge switch(es) which could be covered by the candidate core switch are removed from E dst . The set of candidate core switches, C c , is also updated by adding the candidate switch to it. The iteration repeats until E dst ¼¼ f. As will be seen in Section 5, the C c can always be found successfully.
Next, the algorithm uses the C c to establish the links for ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ. It is clear that the set of core switches in C c could cover all the destination edge switches in E dst . In other words, every destination edge switch can find at least one core switch in C c that covers it. For the load balancing considerations, the algorithm allows each destination edge switch to select among the covering switches, so that the down link from the selected core switch has the lowest bandwidth demand. After the core switch is selected, links are established by updating its routing table entries. Also, corresponding entry of down demand array is updated. At last, the up links from E src and each of the selected core switches in C s are established, and the corresponding entries of up demand array are updated.
The design guideline of Algorithm 2 is to carefully use the switches and links, so that the resource consumption is reduced and the traffic load is evenly distributed. For example, in each iteration of the while loop (line 16), the winning candidate core switch always has the largest coverage, so that the cardinality of E 0 dst (the set of edge switches awaiting to be covered) drops quickly. Furthermore, when a winning candidate core switch is found, we do not immediately use it to setup the links. Instead, we first find the whole set of candidate switches C c , which could surely cover all the destination edge switches. After that, links are setup in additional loops (lines 30 and 38). We design Algorithm 2 this way because we want to exploit the structural feature of fat-tree, thus further balance the workload. In the structure of fat-tree, each edge switch has links connecting to all the core switches. This rich path availability gives us the freedom to select the final core switch for each edge switch individually, as long as we know that C c is sufficient to cover all the edge switches. During this selection, the winner is always the most idle one (line 32), which improves the load balancing performance.
In Algorithm 2, we utilize the flow duplication capabilities of the switches, which make replicates of packets to multiple output ports simultaneously. It is worth noticing that network component vendors are indeed updating their technology to meet the needs of duplication capabilities. For example, Cisco provides a family of switches especially optimized on infrastructure scalability and operational continuity for data centers [7] . Even the lowest-end products (the Nexus 3,000 switches and the Nexus 2,000 fabric extenders) among them are well equipped for duplication. For example, the Nexus 3,500 platform provides at least 8,000 multicast hardware table entries. These hardware level supports make our link establishment algorithm practically valuable. Recalling the complete graph illusion provided to data center tenants, now we can see that the various communication patterns illustrated in Fig. 2 can be realized in a one-shot manner, which saves both network resource and time, and is ready for satisfactory user experience delivery and strong QoS support.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform theoretical analysis for the virtualization framework. Following the procedures presented in Section 4, we show that:
Arbitrary traffic matrices are supported within the VPCs, the only constraint is that the network flows obey the hose model; Load balancing is achieved throughout the data center, and oversubscription of every link is upper bounded by a predefined and adaptive O. As an online algorithm, the link establishment algorithm has linear running time. Lemma 1. Using the VM placement shown as Algorithm 1, the fan-out of an inter-edge network flow ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ is no greater than
where s is the size of a VPC.
Proof. Using Algorithm 1, a VPC always uses consecutive server slices for all its VMs. Also, each edge switch connects n servers. Thus the VPC's VMs may be distributed under no greater than s n AE Ç þ 1 edge switches. In accordance with our design target, when any one VM of the VPC initializes communications, we allow it to communicate with all the other VMs of the VPC in parallel. Therefore, all the s n AE Ç þ 1 edge switches are involved in this worst case. Since communications within the source edge switch E src does not require inter-edge routing, the maximum value of the fan-out is
Lemma 2. For a network flow ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ, the number of unavailable core switches for the source edge switch E src is at most
if 1) the flow obeys the hose model; 2) any existing network flow uses no more than x core switches.
Proof. Recall our definition of available core switches: If adding a demand of w upon an up link between E src and C i does not cause the oversubscription to exceed O, then the core switch is available. Thus a bandwidth demand of O Á c À w þ b is the minimum bandwidth demand to make the corresponding core switch unavailable. On the other hand, we consider the aggregate bandwidth demand coming out from the source edge switch E src under the hose model. For the source server, existing egress bandwidth demand cannot be greater than 1 À w (normalized). For the other n À 1 servers connected to E src , the total egress bandwidth demand cannot be greater than n À 1. Thus the aggregated bandwidth demand from the n servers to E src is no greater than n À w. Since any existing network flow uses no more than x core switches, the aggregation bandwidth demand from E src to the core switch tier is no more than ðn À wÞx, which results in at most 
core switches if the flow obeys the hose model.
Proof. By our definition, if adding a demand of w upon a down link between a core switch and a destination edge switch does not cause the oversubscription to exceed O, then we say the destination edge switch is within the coverage of the core switch. Thus a bandwidth demand of O Á c À w þ b is the minimum bandwidth demand to make the destination edge switch to be out of the coverage of the corresponding core switch. On the other hand, we consider the aggregate bandwidth demand going into any one destination edge switch, say, E dst i , under the hose model. For E dst i , at least 1 of its n servers is a destination server, whose ingress bandwidth demand cannot be greater than 1 À w (normalized). For each of other servers connected to E dst i , the ingress bandwidth demand cannot be greater than 1. Thus the aggregated bandwidth demand from E dst i to the n servers is no greater than n À w, which is also the aggregation bandwidth demand from the core switch tier to E dst i . Therefore, there can be no more than nÀw OÁcÀwþb j k core switches that cannot cover the destination switch.
t u Lemma 4. Let m 0 be the cardinality of a set of available core switches, which satisfies that any subset of the m 0 cores switches cannot cover all the f destination edge switches if the cardinality of the subset is no greater than x. Then m 0 is bounded by
Proof. We begin the proof by reviewing the minimum cardinality strategy in line 18 of Algorithm 2. In the first iteration of the while loop (line 16), we choose a core switch C ð1Þ i which has the largest coverage among the f destination edge switches. Since C ð1Þ i :cvrg is the largest, it is clear that the total coverage provided by all the m 0 core switches is no greater than m 0 C ð1Þ i :cvrg. On the other hand, according to Lemma 3, each of the f destination edge switches is within the coverage of at least m 0 À U down core switches, that is, the total coverage provided by all the m 0 core switches is no less than ðm 0 À U down Þf. Therefore, we have
In the second iteration of the while loop (line 16), the difference from the first iteration is that we only need to consider the f À C Generally, we have
where k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; x À 1, and especially, we have
for the xth iteration. Since any subset of the m 0 core switches cannot cover all the f destination edge switches if the cardinality of the subset is no greater than x, we have
thus (6) changes into
Using (5) and (8) we have
Theorem 1. Using the virtualization framework in a fat-tree data center, it is guaranteed that arbitrary traffic matrices are supported among VMs of a VPC, and the oversubscription of any link is no greater than O, if the number of core switches m satisfies
(9) Proof. For any incoming network flow ðE src ; E dst ; wÞ, Lemma 2 provides how many core switches are not available in the worst case, if each existing flow uses no more than x core switches; Lemma 4 gives how many available core switches are enough to cover all the destination edge switches, if no more than x core switches can be selected for routing. Thus we can combine the results of the two lemmas, and get the sufficient number of core switches.
In a practical data center, we have n ) c and n ) O, thus in order to maximize U up (see (2) ) and U down (see (3)), we set w ¼ 1. So two upper bounds of U up and U down are ðnÀ1Þx OÁcÀ1þb j k and nÀ1 OÁcÀ1þb j k respectively. In addition, fanout f (see (1)) is maximized when the largest VPC appears, which is smax n AE Ç . The sufficient number of core switches is optimized over x. However, x will not be greater than the maximized U down , because by definition, an edge switch could be outside of the coverage of at most U down core switches. Also, x will not be greater than the maximal fan-out because it is not necessary to use more than one core switches to connect 1 edge switch. These boundaries result in the feasible range of x.
Therefore, (9) reveals the minimal sufficient number of core switches that ensures arbitrary traffic matrices inside VPCs and global bounded oversubscription under the hose traffic model, using our virtualization framework. t u
From (9) we can see that the minimum sufficient number of core switches is related to 1) other configurations (n, r, c and b) of the underlying fat-tree except m, 2) network environment (s max ), and 3) bound of oversubscription O. We can also review (9) from another angle, which takes 1) and 2) as parameters and O as the only variable, then we can write m ¼ F other configurations; network environment ðOÞ:
More importantly, from (9) we can see that F ðÁÞ is a monotonously decreasing function, which indicates that
Equations (10) and (11) present two different ways to put the framework into applications. Equation (10) suggests a guideline before the construction of a fat-tree infrastructure.
On the other hand, what interests us more is (11). It gives a limit that an online load balancer can achieve without hurting the supports of arbitrary traffic matrices within VPCs, which hits the design goal of the framework.
From (11) we can also see that O could be adapted to network environment dynamically. For example, if a huge VPC refreshes s max in the data center, a larger O could be applied to avoid hot spot and link congestions, and vice versa.
According to (11), we find the numerical values of O in terms of fat-tree configurations and network environment, and show them in Fig. 7 . Values are computed in an ðm; n ¼ 512; r ¼ 128Þ fat-tree data center with link capacity c ¼ 10 and bandwidth unit b ¼ 0:02. First, it can be seen that lower oversubscription can be achieved when more network hardware is invested. (In Fig. 7 we select m to represent the configurations of the fat-tree for simplicity, but any other parameters can be selected by variations of (9) .) Second, we can see that when network environment gets severe (larger s max , shown by the blue starred curve), the bound of oversubscription increases. That is, using (11), our framework can indeed adapt to network environment.
As an online algorithm for inter-edge flows, the running time of Algorithm 2 is crucial for the performance of our framework. We can now analyze its time complexity using our theoretical results. Lines 1 to 13 find all available core switches C a , and initialize the set of covered destination edge switches, E i , for each core switch C i 2 C a . A single iteration of the for loop (line 6) :cvrg is the number of covered destination edge switches by Cî, the winning candidate core switch in each iteration of the while loop (line 16). Therefore, the aggre- 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We use an event driven simulator to validate the features of our proposed framework. The platform for the simulator is Ubuntu 14.04 running on a Dell PowerEdge T630 tower server, which is equipped with 16 Intel Xeon E5-2650L v3 1.8 GHz processors, 128 GB of RAM, and 10 TB of disk space. The simulator could handle discrete events such as arrivals or departures of cloud tenants, beginnings or endings of inter-edge flows, etc. These events occur in a randomized manner, which simulates the lack of knowledge for the future. In our simulation, private clouds have various traffic matrices, i.e., one-to-one, one-to-many, or a hybrid of them (analogous to the scenarios in Fig. 2) , which simulates the multi-tenancy. We have run simulations under different fat-tree configurations and dynamic network environment, until hundreds of thousands of flows are handled, and statistics are collected during this process.
Recall that in the VM placement phase in our framework, each VPC is made to use consecutive server slices. The reason why we enforce the consecutiveness is to achieve traffic locality, i.e., reduce inter-edge traffic, thus reduce the work of link establishment algorithm and the hardware cost. We demonstrate the obtained traffic locality in Figs. 8, 9 , and 10. From these figures we can see that most traffic is localized under our framework. That is, most of the traffic is routed within the edge level. We can also find that the traffic locality depends on several factors: the value of s max , the underlying topology, and the traffic pattern among VMs in each VPC. Fig. 8 shows the impact of s max to the traffic locality. We can tell that when s max gets larger, the proportion of inter-edge traffic increases and the proportion of intra-edge traffic decreases. This is because that when the size of the VPCs increases, the VMs which belong to one VPC could be placed on different edge switches with higher probability. Therefore, the proportion of inter-edge traffic increases. Fig. 9 shows the impact of the underlying topology. We can see that when n becomes larger, the proportion of inter-edge traffic decreases. The reason is similar to that of Fig. 8 . If each edge switch is connected to more servers, the VMs which belong to one VPC could be placed on a single edge switch with higher probability. Therefore, the proportion of intra-edge traffic increases. Fig. 10 shows the impact of the traffic pattern among VMs in each VPC. For Fig. 10a , in any VPC we let each VM randomly select another VM as its destination to send data. For Fig. 10b , in any VPC, we randomly select one VM and let it send data to all other VMs simultaneously. We find that in this setting, multicast generates higher absolute volume of traffic, but the proportion of inter-edge traffic does not change significantly. In short, the traffic locality depends on various factors, but the proportion of inter-edge traffic is successfully limited as a result of our VM placement strategy.
In order to validate that the bandwidth demands are globally bound, we find the distribution of bandwidth demands as shown in Fig. 11 . Simulations are run for different cases of network environment. In each case we first compute O using (11) , and run simulations to find the cumulative distribution function of bandwidth demands over all the up/down links in the fat-tree, and finally compare the simulations with the computed O. We can see from the figures that, at the back-end, the oversubscription is successfully bounded by computed values, regardless of the types of fat-tree configurations or network environment. Also, we show the results for different traffic patterns in VPCs, including one-to-one and hybrid communications, demonstrating that arbitrary traffic matrices are supported at the front-end of the data center. Therefore, the framework accomplishes the transformation shown at the beginning of this paper in Fig. 3 .
In order to exam to what degree the traffic is balanced, we find the link count for different bandwidth demands. The results are shown in Fig. 12 . From Fig. 12 we can see that the link count gets smaller when the corresponding bandwidth demand increases. That is, large proportion of links has low bandwidth demand upon them, only a small fraction of links has relatively higher oversubscription-but Fig. 8 . Inter-edge traffic and intra-edge traffic in an ðm; n ¼ 256; r ¼ 256Þ fat-tree data center network. Traffic in each VPC follows unicast pattern. Fig. 9 . Inter-edge traffic and intra-edge traffic in an ðm; n; rÞ fat-tree data center network where N ¼ 65;536 and s max ¼ 96. Traffic in each VPC follows unicast pattern. is still bounded to the designated value. Therefore, the traffic is evenly distributed in the network, and no hot spots exist. This simulation is run for different network environments. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that the workload is balanced in our framework.
We compared the proposed framework with [25] , which does not consider virtualization, in Fig. 13 . In the comparison, the number of core switches, m, is picked to represent the complexity of underlying fat-tree configurations, but other parameters can also be selected by variations of (9) . It can be seen that when virtualization is introduced, the complexity of fat-tree configurations is reduced.
We also compare our framework with [23] , [24] , which do not allow link oversubscription, in Fig. 14 . To be consistent with the conditions set in [23] and [24] , we let link capacity c ¼ 1 in the framework, and make comparisons in an ðm; n ¼ 256; r ¼ 256Þ fat-tree data center network. From  Fig. 14, we can see that allowing oversubscription reduces the complexity of underlying fat-tree configurations in various network environments shown in Figs. 14a and 14b . It is shown that, by allowing oversubscription or not, the complexity discrepancy could be as high as an order of magnitude or more. Furthermore, the complexity drops dramatically at the beginning of curves, indicating that even allowing a light degree of oversubscription would have a significant effect. Thus adopting oversubscription makes the proposed framework more competitive. We notice that s max also affects the cost, which is shown in Fig. 14c . We can see that when s max goes smaller, the number of core switches also decreases. However, because of the large slope at the beginning of curves, a small degree of oversubscription quickly makes differences among different curves insignificantly.
We show the overhead of the VM placement phase in terms of the numbers of VM migrations in Fig. 15 . For each VPC size s, we use a subfigure to show the number of VM migrations needed to place it. First, if we compare the numbers of VM migrations across all the VPC sizes, we can see that the overhead is negligible when s is relatively small. In fact, it was revealed in [36] that 90 percent of VPCs have the sizes of 32 or less, and 95 percent have the sizes of 100 or less, thus our results match the real situations very well. Second, for any VPC size, we can see that the number of VM migrations is 0 or very small in most cases, and it begins to increase only when M is large and K is small. In the figures it reaches the maximums when there are 2,048 VPCs and the overall server utilization is as high as u ¼ 1 À 16;384=65;536 ¼ 75% (The practical value of u is usually as low as 20 percent [37] , [38] ). However, even in these cases, the number of VM migrations is still comparable to that of the previous study [42] .
CONCLUSION
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